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Given the increasing importance of efficient data-intensive computing, we find that modern processor designs
are not well suited to the irregular memory access patterns often found in these algorithms. Applications and
algorithms that do not exhibit spatial and temporal memory request locality induce high latency and low
memory bandwidth due to the high cache miss rate. In response to the performance penalties inherently
present in applications with irregular memory accesses, we introduce a GoblinCore-64 (GC64) architecture
and a unique memory hierarchy that are explicitly designed to exploit memory performance from irregular
memory access patterns. GC64 provides a pressure-driven hardware-managed concurrency control to minimize pipeline stalls and lower the latency of context switches. A novel memory coalescing model is also
introduced to enhance the performance of memory systems via request aggregations. We have evaluated
the performance benefits of our approach using a series of 24 benchmarks and the results show nearly 50%
memory request reductions and a performance acceleration of up to 14.6×.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, data-intensive computing has garnered increased research and development attention in commercial and academic settings. The need for highly parallel algorithms and applications
that support machine learning, graph theory, artificial intelligence, and raw data analytics have
spurred a flurry of research into novel hardware and software methodologies to accelerate these
classes of applications.
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One of the driving issues in coping with parallel, data-intensive computing algorithms and
applications is the inherent irregularity in the memory access patterns often observed in these
applications. These irregular memory access patterns that often fall outside of traditional multilevel caching hierarchies and induce increased memory latencies that often stall the execution
pipelines of the core. These pipeline stalls prevent efficient execution and thus increase runtime
of the algorithms.
Multi-threading and multi-tasking have been utilized in previous architectures [5, 14, 18, 47] to
cope with these periods of latency by overlapping the memory accesses and execution of adjacent threads or tasks. However, the operating system and system software overhead required to
manage this thread/task state, as well as to perform the fundamental context switch operations
(context save and restore), consumes a significant number of execution cycles. As a result, these
purely software-driven methods often conflict with the fundamental goal of efficiently filling the
hardware’s execution pipeline.
Further, driven by the need for higher memory bandwidth and recent advances in memory architecture and CMOS manufacturing techniques, three-dimensional or stacked memory devices
are introduced. One such device architecture and implementation is the Hybrid Memory Cube, or
HMC [3]. This unique device architecture couples a dedicated logic layer, which presents a packetized interface to the core processor, to an abstracted set of vertical DRAM layers. The end result
is a compact, power-efficient memory package that delivers bandwidth in excess of 300 GB/s as of
2018. However, the inherent bandwidth of HMC cannot be fully exploited by the existing memory
interfaces optimized for conventional JEDEC DDR devices. Orthogonal to the DDR devices, HMC
employs a packetized protocol that supports flexible request packet sizes varying from 16B to 256B
[3]. Given the large request packets are desired to attain the high throughput of HMC, the fixed
64B request transactions in DDR3/4 fall short in the bandwidth utilizations.
In response to the aforementioned challenges, we present a novel GoblinCore-64 architecture
to boost the performance of the data-intensive applications. GC64 provides a novel methodology
that couples an in-order, RISC execution pipeline to a low-latency context switching mechanism
that stands to dramatically increase the efficiency and, subsequently, the throughput of thread or
task-parallel data-intensive computing algorithms and applications. At the core of our approach is
a novel hardware-driven method that monitors the pressure a thread or task places on the execution pipeline by assigning costs to individual opcode classes early in the instruction decode stage.
When threads or tasks exceed a maximum cost threshold, they are forced to yield the execution
pipeline to adjacent threads, thus preventing significant pipeline stalls due to latent execution
events. In the memory system of GC64, we introduce a novel hardware infrastructure and a set of
algorithms designed to coalesce irregular memory requests from multiple threads of execution into
highly optimal HMC packet requests. This infrastructure, herein referred to as the Dynamic Memory Coalescing, or DMC, infrastructure, is designed to replace the traditional data cache hierarchy
and thus provide spatial and temporal locality of requests advantageously for both dense or linear
memory requests and irregular or non-deterministic request patterns.
The contributions of this research are as follows. We present a methodology for constructing inorder RISC execution pipelines that provides low latency context switching mechanisms between
in-situ hardware-managed threads or tasks by monitoring the pressure placed on the pipeline by
the executing instruction stack. In addition, we design a microcode that implements a novel set of
algorithms to rearrange incoming streams of memory requests via a binary tree structure. Additionally, the proposed methodologies are applicable to general architectures, and we demonstrate
a sample implementation of the GoblinCore-64 methodology using a classic five-stage, in-order
execution pipeline based upon the RISC-V Rocket microarchitecture [46]. The end result exhibits
up to a 14.6× performance increase and an average reduction of memory request traffic at a rate
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of nearly 50% on a set of twenty-four well-formed benchmark applications. A preliminary study
of this research can be found in Reference [31].
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents previous work in the area
of hardware-driven context switching and memory coalescing. Section 4 presents our methodology for performing hardware-driven, low latency context switching. Section 5 introduces the
memory coalescing design in the GC64 architectures. Section 6 presents an evaluation of our
methodology, including relevant application benchmarks, and we conclude with a summary of
this work in Section 7.
2

PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 Context Switch
Several existing system architectures have explored numerous low-latency context switch mechanisms. One of the seminal architectures to employ a low-latency context switch technique was
the Tera MTA-2, which evolved into the Cray XMT/XMT-2 [6, 7, 34]. The MTA/XMT series of system architectures employed a methodology to store the entire state of a thread, or in MTA/XMT
vernacular, a stream, in the active processor state. For each execution core, the processor could
store the register and state for up to 128 streams. Further, additional stream states could be stored
in memory for highly divergent, parallel applications. Cooperation between the hardware infrastructure and the software runtime infrastructure maintained the state of the streams for parallel
applications [6].
Additionally, the Convey MX-100 CHOMP instruction set and microarchitecture employed overlapping thread states attached to a RISC pipeline as the basis for its high performance context
switching [29]. Herein, each RISC pipeline employed 64 thread cache units that represented the active thread state associated with a given core. Threads were context switched using a single cycle
cadence and time division multiplexed with one another such that threads would receive ample execution time without starving the pipeline. Any time a thread cache unit flagged a register hazard
due to an outstanding memory operation or instruction cache fill, the context switch mechanisms
would negate the associated thread from execution until the hazards are clear. The CHOMP ISA
also employed a unique instruction format that permitted the user and/or compiler to define any
instruction to force a context switch based upon the inherent knowledge of the forthcoming instruction stream. In this manner, the MX-100 had a much more flexible scheduling mechanism
than the MTA/XMT. However, given that the MX-100 was implemented using FPGA, it suffered
from poor scalar performance.
The Sun UltraSPARC Niagara series of core processors employed a method near the intersection of the two aforementioned approaches [24, 36]. The Niagara series employed the SPARC instruction set architecture as the basis for server-class core processors for small and large shared
memory platforms. The Niagara implemented a similar barrel processor technique as the original
MTA/XMT, yet with four threads per core and a RISC pipeline. In addition, the Niagara utilized
a crossbar memory interface similar to that in the Convey MX-100 that connected all eight cores
and two levels of cache to multiple memory controllers. The original Niagara-T1 was limited in its
floating point throughput as a single floating point pipeline was shared amongst all eight cores.
The Niagara-T2, however, implemented unique floating point pipelines for each core.
2.2 Memory Coalescing
The current state of the art with respect to coalescing disparate data access methodologies
has generally focused on optimizing data access locality for modern graphics processors or
transactional memories [40]. Further, techniques such as prefetch-aware cache management
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(PACMan) [20, 22, 50] garnered favorable performance in applications with regular access
patterns. Many of these data reordering characteristics have been previously classified, proven
to mathematically exist, and to require NP-complete solutions [48, 49]. As such, many research
efforts have resorted to heuristics. We may further classify these heuristic methods as data
reorganization optimizations and code generation optimizations.
Given the closed nature of the GPU hardware implementations, several projects have focused on
constructing software optimization methodologies for contributing to a more efficient stream of
memory requests on GPUs. The approach taken for the G-Streamline [55, 56] project required the
use of a software infrastructure that implemented a set of coalescing algorithms that reordered
streams of data requests. It also assisted in the overall allocation of large data structures such
that they were more aligned to boundaries that are indicative of good memory bandwidth on
the respective device. While the infrastructure provides effective execution for traditional stencillike codes in benchmark results, the approach is limited in its efficacy given that certain irregular data structures, such as graphs, cannot be easily aligned or reordered due to their inherent
nondeterminism.
Several methodologies have also described the use of joint compiler and runtime optimizations
to balance the static (compile time) and dynamic (runtime) optimized coalescing. One such effort
has implemented compiler optimizations coupled to an intelligent runtime infrastructure that delivers performance at or near the hand-optimized NVIDIA cuBLAS [35] library [53, 54]. While the
performance benefits of this approach are clear and the overhead necessary to operate the runtime infrastructure is minimized, the approach is inherently tied to a specific GPU architecture
(NVIDIA) using static compilation. As such, for any orthogonal NVIDIA GPU models, the applications must be recompiled for the degree of warp parallelism present in the respective device.
Further, for GPU architecture manufacturers other than NVIDIA, this approach requires porting
the static compilation techniques to support the disparate architecture target.
Other approaches to optimize GPU memory access patterns have focused on re-crafting the current coalescing and caching hierarchy to support more irregular access patterns. WarpPool makes
use of special hardware logic to optimize the path between the load/store units and L1 cache [23].
This approach exploits the inherent weak memory consistency model present in many GPU and
other highly concurrent parallel architectures to exploit better inter-warp spatial locality. While
this hardware-driven approach is again rather successful for the respective GPU architecture, it
fails to provide a more general approach applicable to other highly concurrent parallel architectures. Further, this approach relies upon custom hardware logic to be implemented alongside what
is currently a closed-source microarchitecture.
3

GOBLINCORE-64 ARCHITECTURE

The GoblinCore-64 (GC64) micro and system architecture is designed to address data-intensive
computing algorithms and applications by providing unique extensions to simple, in-order RISCstyle computing cores that promote concurrency and memory bandwidth utilization. In many
cases, these workloads exhibit non-linear, random, or irregular memory access patterns. As a
result, traditional multi-level cache approaches are insufficient to prevent a high percentage of
pipeline stalls when accessing memory in irregular patterns.
The GoblinCore-64 microarchitecture provides a set of hierarchical hardware modules that couple 64-bit, in-order RISC-V cores [8, 45, 46] to a set of latency hiding and concurrency features. The
hierarchical hardware modules are gathered into a system on chip (SoC) device and connected to
one or more Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) devices with a weakly ordered memory subsystem [3].
The GoblinCore-64 (GC64) machine hierarchy can be described in terms of three major units:
the execution hierarchy, the memory hierarchy and the core architecture. The core architecture
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implements the core instruction set and concurrency instruction set extensions required to operate
a single execution unit. The execution hierarchy implements a set of configurable, nested hardware mechanisms that define the breadth and depth of the available concurrency in the system.
Finally, the memory hierarchy implements a set of primitive hardware units in conjunction with
the execution hierarchy to transparently promote efficient use of memory bandwidth resources.
The machine hierarchy of GoblinCore-64 is designed to facilitate multiple designs and implementations with varying degrees of hardware concurrency and system scalability. We provide this
functionality via a set of six hierarchical layers in the execution module hierarchy. Layers 0–3 are
required of all devices that implement the GC64 architecture. Layers 4 and 5 are optional module
layers that provide additional scalability beyond a single system-on-chip. Each subsequent layer
requires all levels below it to ensure a correct implementation. The execution hierarchy layers are
labeled as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Layer 0: Task Unit
Layer 1: Task Processor
Layer 2: Task Group
Layer 3: Socket
Layer 4: Node
Layer 5: Partition

The GC64 task unit is the smallest divisible unit of concurrency. The task unit contains a single
RISC-V integer register file, the optional RISC-V floating point register file, the GC64 user-visible
registers and the GC64 machine state registers. The goal of the task unit is to provide a simple
hardware mechanism that maps directly to a single unit of parallelism in software. Software runtime libraries have the ability to map constructs such as threads or tasks directly to a single task
unit. We map one or more task units to a task processor. The GC64 task processor consists of the
integer and optional floating point arithmetic units, a thread control unit as well as the associated
task units (maximum of 256).
The task processor as shown in Figure 1 is permitted to execute instructions from a single task
unit on any given cycle. In this manner, each task processor permits full control from a single
task unit at any given time. It is the job of the thread control unit to enforce which task unit is in
focus on any given cycle. Any time the thread control unit switches focus from one task unit to an
adjacent task unit, we refer to this event as a context switch. The thread control unit may select a
new task unit only from the task units that are directly attached. The thread management policy
of GC64 is further introduced in Section 4.
The memory management unit (MMU) of GC64 performs the dynamic memory coalescing
(DMC) by ingesting streams of raw memory requests from disparate, parallel cores and their corresponding threads or tasks. The DMC methodology is agnostic to the existence of a multi-level
caching hierarchy as it simply receives incoming memory requests, buffers the requests and advantageously coalesces them into larger HMC packet requests. In this manner, the DMC approach
can be implemented within system-on-chip architectures that contain multi-level caching hierarchies or negate caches completely. The GC64 optimizes these parallel streams of memory requests
by building a binary tree of requests using the memory request type and respective base address,
which is further discussed in Section 5.
In addition, each socket is constructed with one or more GC64 task groups. These task
groups are integrated via a network on chip interface to four shared on-chip components. The
on-chip software-managed scratchpad unit acts as a very high performance, user-mapped storage
mechanism for commonly used data. The Atomic Memory Operation (AMO) Unit is responsible
for controls queuing, ordering and arbitration of atomic memory operations. The HMC Channel
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Fig. 1. The GoblinCore-64 (GC64) architecture.

Fig. 2. Thread context pipeline.

Interface handles the protocol interaction between multiple HMC devices. Finally, the Off Chip
Network Interface handles any off chip memory requests that utilize the GC64 memory addressing
mechanisms.
4 HARDWARE-MANAGED THREAD CONCURRENCY
4.1 Pressure-driven Thread Context Switching
To support the unique, low-latency context switch infrastructure, additional control paths are
designed to account for the replicated register state present in each task unit’s storage, the
thread/task control unit state management, and the necessary facilities to maintain the identifiers
for the active task in the pipeline. Figure 2 depicts these additional mechanisms as attached to
the basic RISC-V in-order pipeline model. The pipeline and task control unit maintain an internal
register, CTX.ID, to maintain the identifier of the task unit currently enabled for execution.
During the first stage of the pipeline execution when the program counter is constructed for the
target instruction, the CTX.ID is utilized to select the correct instruction from the target task’s
instruction stack. This identifier is then carried forth throughout the pipeline such that adjacent
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stages may perform register reads and writes to the correct task unit’s register file. This selection
is performed via a simple mux (Task Unit Mux) during the write-back stage of the pipeline.
In addition to the basic control state in the pipeline, the instruction decode (ID) phase utilizes
the task unit identifier to calculate the pressure from the respective task unit’s execution. Once the
ID phase cracks the instruction payload’s opcode, the opcode value is used to drive a table lookup
in the Opcode Cost Table. The values stored in this table, one per opcode, represent the relative
cost of the respective instruction toward the total execution of the task unit. The task control unit
then utilizes this value and the CTX.ID value to perform a summation of the respective task unit’s
pressure for this cycle. This value is subsequently stored in the GCOUNT register for the target
task unit.
At this point, the task control unit permits the instruction to continue its execution through
the pipeline providing that it has not exceeded a pre-determined overflow value. However, if the
GCOUNT value exceeds the maximum pressure threshold, the task control unit forces the task unit
to yield its state to an adjacent task unit. The yield operation stops the execution of the current
instruction and rewinds the program counter back to the value of the offending instruction. The
task control unit then selects the next available task unit for execution in a round-robin manner
and begins its execution at the next value stored in the target task unit’s program counter. The
value of the CTX.ID internal register is updated with the new value. This process of yielding and
selecting a new task requires only a single cycle as no memory operations are required to perform
context save or restores to/from memory. Further, the thread inducing the context switch sacrifices
only three cycles of unused execution; two for the initial IF and ID pipeline stages that are rewound
and one for the context switch operation.
4.2

Thread Pressure Summation

One interesting aspect of the newly proposed context switching approach is choosing an appropriate cost table to drive the necessary opcode cost summation. Given that the cost table is effectively
static, the values stored therein will never be perfectly accurate to the resolution of the target micro
architectural implementation. However, we may heuristically derive reasonable values for each of
the opcode classes as described below. Our evaluation has confirmed that these values are properly chosen. We also present the rationale behind these choices below. The pressure value of each
instruction is defined according to the associated latency and the details are introduced in Section
4.5.3 of Reference [28].
We utilize classic compiler scheduling methodologies as the basis for the cost table derivation
[11–13, 26, 32, 37, 39]. Operations considered to be especially latent such as memory loads are represented with large cost values. Simple operations such as integer arithmetic and combinatorial
logic are given values equivalent to the pipeline costs required to execute the respective operation. Intermediate operations such as floating point arithmetic are also given costs equivalent to
their respective pipeline depth. In this manner, the hardware scheduling methods can be directly
expressed in the compiler code generator. Table 1 presents the full set of values for each of the
opcode classes in the standard set of RISC-V extensions.
5

DYNAMIC MEMORY COALESCING FOR IRREGULAR APPLICATIONS

The DMC architecture, shown in Figure 3, couples a small, embedded RISC-V [8, 45, 46] CPU to
a small SRAM buffer used to contain a block of microcode as well as any required data structures
used to implement our DMC algorithms. We interconnect our DMC unit to the input I/O paths
immediately prior to the HMC memory controller. The incoming raw I/O requests are inserted
into a standard hardware FIFO, which triggers an interrupt in the microcode to read the values
into the aforementioned algorithms.
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Table 1. RISC-V Opcode Cost Table

Opcode
0x37
0x6F
0x63
0x3
0x23
0x33
0x3B
0x73
0x43
0x4B
0x53

Short Name

Cost

Description

Opcode

Short Name

Cost

Description

LUI
JAL
Branches
Loads
Stores
Integer Arith
Integer Arith
System
FMAdd
FNMSub
Float Conversion

2
15
10
30
20
5
5
30
20
20
15

Load upper imm
Jump and link
Cond branches
Integer loads
Integer memory stores
Reg-reg int arith
CSR Arith
System insns
FMAdd
FMSub & Negate
Float-Conv

0x17
0x67
0x7
0x27
0x13
0x1B
0xF
0x2F
0x47
0x4F
Unknown

AUIPC
JALR
Float Loads
Float Stores
Integer Arith
Integer Arith
Fence
Atomics
FMSub
FNMAdd
Misc

2
15
30
20
5
5
20
30
20
20
30

Add upper imm-PC
Jump&link reg
Float loads
Float stores
Integer arith.
SEXT int-imm arith
Memory fence
Atomics
FMSub
FMAdd & Negate
Misc

Fig. 3. DMC architecture.

Fig. 4. Coalescing example.

The coalesced memory requests are encoded into the standard HMC packet format [3] and
injected into one or more HMC memory controllers. All the HMC token allocation and token
processing are performed within the HMC memory controller. Returning packets are processed in
a similar manner via an incoming response FIFO, where we decode the response packet IDs and
unpack the results for returning back upstream to the respective source threads.
5.1 State-of-the-Art and Limitations
Existing request aggregation approaches on both GPUs/CPUs greatly rely on the data cache and
miss status holding registers (MSHRs) [25] to merge outstanding requests of the same cache line,
thus reducing the number of accesses to main memory [4]. Upon misses in the last level cache
(LLC), a new MSHR entry will be allocated and a cache-line sized memory request is immediately
dispatched to the main memory. Subsequent requests fall into the same cache line will be combined
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during the time that the original miss is handled [43]. As it has been validated in existing HMC
works that large request packets (e.g., 128B, 256B) provide higher bandwidth utilizations than
that of small requests (e.g., 16B, 32B) [19, 21, 38], the large request packets are desired to achieve
the large throughput. While the MSHR-based aggregation limit the request size to 64B in typical
data caches, no matter how many incoming requests are merged into the same MSHR entry [44].
Therefore, new memory coalescing models are necessitated by the 3D-stacked memory devices.
5.2 Tree-based Coalescing Model
GC64 introduces a tree-based memory coalescing model that aggregates the small raw requests
(i.e., 4B, 8B, etc.) into large HMC requests (i.e., 128B. 256B, etc.). By default, the binary tree contains
a single node, the root node, that is effectively a null request. From the root node, all nodes in the
left subtree represent read requests. All nodes in the right subtree represent write requests. As new
requests arrive in the DMC module, individual requests are inserted into the binary tree as tuples.
The tuples contain the source processor identifier, the respective memory operation, and the base
address of the request. The processor identifier is utilized to track an individual memory requests
within the stream of requests after it has been coalesced with other requests and is awaiting an
HMC response. Once the responses are received by the DMC engine, the respective packets are
deconstructed and the data is distributed back to the source processing unit(s) as described by this
identifier. We provide an example of this process in Figure 4.
In our example, we begin our execution using a coalescing tree with a single node, the root
node. The first incoming request is an 8-byte read operation starting at address 0x1000000fc. This
becomes the first read node in the left binary subtree. The second incoming request is a 4-byte
read operation starting at address 0x1000000f8. Since the starting address of our second request is
less than the first read address, we insert the new node to the left of the 0x1000000fc node. The
third incoming request is an 8-byte write operation starting at address 0x100000180. This request
is inserted into the right subtree as the first unique write request. Notice that we do not make
any special considerations for the ordering of subsequent read and write requests. This preserves
the natural weak ordering presented by the HMC device interface. This process of inserting new
vertices in the binary tree is performed until one of two expiration states is reached.
The insertion and management of the binary tree is encapsulated in two fundamental algorithms. First, the insertion of requests is managed using a traditional binary tree insertion algorithm. Requests are inserted into the tree in address order where the left-most child node in the
respective subtree represents the lowest address. As such, the weakly ordered RISC-V memory
requests are re-arranged in address order. The insertion algorithm, described in Algorithm 1, is
similar to the classic recursive binary tree insertion approach. Duplicated request addresses are
given unique vertices to correctly map HMC responses back to unique GC64 thread units. In addition to the memory request tree structure, we also record the total size of the incoming read and
write requests, respectively, currently stored in the binary tree.
Requests are buffered in the binary tree until one of two states is reached. First, if a read or write
subtree reaches a point of saturation, then the requests contained within the respective subtree
are expired or flushed to HMC requests. The saturation point is reached when the number of bytes
stored in the subtree is equivalent to the maximum HMC request size. For example, for Gen1
devices, the saturation point is 128 bytes. Gen2 devices have a saturation point of 256 bytes. The
saturation point is tracked for the read and write subtrees, respectively. As such, it is entirely
probable that a saturation point is reached on one, but not both, of the respective subtrees during
a given algorithmic insertion cycle.
The second state of tree expiration occurs when the buffer life reaches a maximum timeout value.
The timeout value ensures that the buffer of HMC requests has a finite life time. Applications and
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ALGORITHM 1: Raw Request Insertion
Require: Root is the root node of the binary tree; ReadBytes, WriteBytes, ReadTimeout and WriteTimeout are initially zero
Ensure: The new memory request is inserted into the binary tree in address order

1:
2: FUNCTION: InsertRequest(Request)
3: if Request.Type = READ then
/* Read requests are inserted to the left of root node
4: InsertChild(Root.Left, Request)
5: ReadBytes += Request.Size
6: ReadTimeout ++
7: else if Request.Type = WRITE then
/* Write requests are inserted to the right of root node
8: InsertChild(Root.Right, Request)
9: WriteBytes += Request.Size
10: WriteTimeout ++
11: end if
12:
13: FUNCTION: InsertChild(Parent, Request)
/* Insert requests based on their physical addresses to form binary search tree
14: if Parent.Request.Address > = Request.Address then
15: if Parent.Left = NULL then
16:
Parent.Left = Request
17:
Request.Parent = Parent
18: else
19:
InsertChild(Parent.Left, Request)
20: end if
21: else
22: if Parent.Right = NULL then
23:
Parent.Right = Request
24:
Request.Parent = Parent
25: else
26:
InsertChild(Parent.Right, Request)
27: end if
28: end if

*/

*/

*/

algorithms that contain periods of dense computation with little memory request traffic would
otherwise stall the buffers in the DMC. Much like the total byte storage, we set individual timeout
values for the read and write subtrees, respectively. Given the maximum CPU and HMC request
sizes are 8B and 128B, a timeout less than 16 cycles will prevent the coalescing tree from ever
saturating with the largest possible request. Oppositely, large timeout values would otherwise
induce an unnecessary increase to the latency of overall memory pipeline under very irregular
request patterns. Therefore, both timeouts are set to 16 insertion cycles. In this manner, the subtree
is forcibly flushed to HMC requests every 16 subtree insertions.
The tree expiration algorithm shown in Algorithm 2, represents the second fundamental algorithm utilized in our approach. The purpose of this algorithm is to perform the actual coalescing
of the memory requests found in a subtree into equivalent HMC requests. The algorithm is based
upon the traditional, in-order binary tree traversal. We begin traversing the target read or write
subtree at the left-most node. We recursively visit new nodes and attempt to build contiguous or
semi-contiguous HMC requests using the list of visited vertices. HMC requests are then built from
the active list of vertices starting at the base address or left most vertex found in the list.
However, unlike the insertion algorithm, the tree expiration algorithm differs slightly between
the read and write subtrees. For the read subtree, we permit there to be gaps in the final HMC
request structure as it is more efficient to build larger requests with small gaps in the returning
data payload. We also permit coalescing of two vertices with the same source address into a single
request slot. For each new read vertex, we insert the vertex into the current HMC request list if
the resulting HMC request would be less than the largest possible HMC request or if the address
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ALGORITHM 2: HMC Request Flush
Require: A subtree exists with one or more vertices; TotalReadBytes, TotalWriteBytes, BaseAddr and TempAddr are all initially zero
Ensure: The entire subtree is coalesced into one or more HMC requests
1: FUNCTION: InOrderTraverse(Vertex, Type, End)
2: if Root != NULL then
3: InOrderTraverse(Vertex.Left, Type, End)

/* If the ree is not full after the last request has been inserted
4:
5:
6:

/* Build HMC requests if request size smaller than the maxmum granularity
7:

/* Build an HMC read request
HMCRqst(TotalReadBytes, BaseAddr)
end if
Return

11:
12:
13:
14:

else if Root = End & Type = WRITE then
TempAddr = Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size
TotalWriteBytes = TempAddr - BaseAddr
if TotalWriteBytes <= 128 then

/* Inorder taveral from the subtree of read requests

/* Build an HMC write request

*/

*/

*/

if Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size - BaseAddr < 128 then

/* Continue traversing the read requests in the tree
21:
22:
23:

*/

HMCRqst(TotalWriteBytes, BaseAddr)
end if
Return
end if
if Type = READ then

/* If coalesced request size has not reached the maximum granularity of HMC requests
20:

*/

if TotalReadBytes <= 128 then

8:
9:
10:

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

*/

if Root = End & Type = READ then
TempAddr = Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size
TotalReadBytes = TempAddr - BaseAddr

*/

TempAddr = Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size;
else
TotalReadBytes = TempAddr - BaseAddr

/* Build an HMC read request
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

HMCRqst(TotalReadBytes, BaseAddr)
BaseAddr = Vertex.Address
TempAddr = Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size
TotalReadBytes = 0
end if
end if
if Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size - BaseAddr < 128 & Vertex.Address = TempAddr & Vertex.Address = BaseAddr then

31:
32:
33:

TempAddr = Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size;
else
TotalWriteBytes = TempAddr - BaseAddr

/* Continue traversing the write requests in the tree

/* Build an HMC write request
HMCRqst(TotalWriteBytes, BaseAddr)
34:
35:
BaseAddr = Vertex.Address
36:
TempAddr = Vertex.Address + Vertex.Size
37:
TotalWriteBytes = 0
38: end if
39: InOrderTraverse(Vertex.Right,Type,End)
40: end if

*/

*/

*/

is identical to the previous vertex (duplicate memory request). In this manner, the resulting HMC
requests are semi-contiguous with respect to the raw read requests.
For the write subtree, however, we ensure true continuity in the final HMC request addressing
to prevent any illegal data writes. This is true with respect to gaps and duplicate addresses. To
preserve the notion of ordered writes to the same addresses, duplicates in the write subtree are
preserved through to the HMC packet generation. In addition to these fundamental rules governing
memory ordering, we also enforce subtree flushes when encountering memory barrier requests
such as a memory flush.
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Table 2. DMC Physical Design
Hardware Unit
Slice LUTs
Slice Registers
F7 Muxes
F8 Muxes
Block RAM Tile

Used
13521
9727
315
43
6

Available
17600
35200
8800
4400
60

% Utilized
76.82
27.63
3.58
0.98
10.00

Fig. 5. Tree expiration.

As an example, Figure 5 presents a series of raw incoming read and write requests that have been
coalesced using the aforementioned approach. For this example, assume that the tree is initially
empty and the requests are inserted in the order presented in the included table. The sequence
number for each incoming request is represented in the corresponding vertex in the binary tree.
After inserting 16 raw, 8-byte memory requests into the tree, both the read and write subtrees
reach their maximum timeout value. As such, we begin flushing the trees into coalesced HMC
requests.
For the 16 incoming requests, our coalescing algorithm subsequently builds four HMC read requests and two HMC write requests. The Coalesced Requests table in Figure 5 lists the individual
HMC requests, the corresponding base address, and the numbered vertices included in the respective HMC packet. Notice that our first read request represents seven individual read requests
coalesced into a single packet. In addition, HMC requests 2 and 3, respectively, do not have sufficient address continuity with neighboring vertex addresses to justify further coalescing. Also note
that the fourth HMC packet actually represents duplicate addresses in the tree. As a result, for our
16 incoming requests, we produce 6 outgoing HMC requests, which represents a 62.5% reduction
in the memory request traffic.
5.3 Implementation
5.3.1 Microcode. The microcode that implements both of the core DMC algorithms is written
in approximately 395 lines of ANSI-C. The microcode is written in a manner that avoids any in-situ
dynamic memory allocation. In this manner, we allocate all the necessary data structures statically.
In addition to the core microcode, we also provide a driver application that permits us to drive
test benches, verification, and performance counters through simulation. Both the driver and the
core microcode have been released as open source under a modified BSD license [30]. The source
package provides the build environment necessary to build and evaluate our methodology on a
simulated or hardware-driven RISC-V device.
5.3.2 Physical Implementation. As a part of the process of evaluating the efficacy of our approach, we implemented a sample DMC engine using the RISC-V Rocket-Chip [27] core generation tool. The core utilizes the simple RISC-V 64-bit integer ISA with multiplication and division
extensions enabled (RV64IM). The implementation was targeted at a Xilinx Zynq 7000 FPGA [52]
hosted on a Digilent Zybo board [15]. The total design fits well within the constrained area of the
Zynq device. The physical core, complete with all the HTIF I/O interfaces, was synthesized with
Xilinx Vivado 2015.4 [51]. We summarize the physical design requirements in Table 2. As we can
see, the design is largely dominated by the LUT slices. In this manner, we optimize the use of large
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block RAMs by reducing the size of the storage required to host the DMC microcode. Additional
design optimization may be possible to reduce the LUT requirements further.
6 EVALUATION
6.1 Methodology
To evaluate the newly proposed context switching methodology, we utilized the existing RISC-V
Spike golden-model simulation environment as the basis for our exploration. The Spike simulator
was modified to utilize the aforementioned context switching algorithm in a manner that permitted
us to define the maximum pressure threshold at simulator boot time. Each of the benchmarks
was executed using five configurations. First, we execute a base configuration with no hardwaremanaged context switching. Next, we execute four configurations that represent two and eight
threads per core with 64 and 128 maximum pressure thresholds, respectively. The former pressure
thresholds (64) was derived using a simple dyadic operation and the latter pressure thresholds
(128) was derived from triadic operations.
For each of the aforementioned configurations, we record the context switch events for each
thread and each respective opcode code. This data is later utilized to evaluate the efficacy and
distribution of context events. We also record each application’s wall-clock runtime to analyze the
relative performance impact of the target configuration.
6.2 Workloads
For our evaluation, we utilize a mixture of application workloads and benchmarks the are historically known to make use of dense memory operations and sparse memory operations. These
representative applications also span a variety of traditional scientific (physical) simulations, biological simulations, core numerical solvers and analytics workloads. All of the workloads are
compiled with optimization using the RISC-V GCC 5.3.0 toolchain. We classify these workloads
into four categories, BOTS, GAPBS, NASPB, and MISC.
The first set of workloads is built using the Barcelona OpenMP Tasks Suite, or BOTS [17]. BOTS
utilizes the tasking features from the OpenMP [2] shared memory programming model to demonstrate a series of pathological workloads from a variety of different scientific disciplines. The second set of workloads is provided by the GAP Benchmark Suite [10]. This suite of benchmarks is
designed to provide a standardized set of workloads written in C++11 and OpenMP to evaluate a
target platform’s efficacy on large scale graph processing. The third set of workloads is provided by
the NAS Parallel Benchmarks, or NASPB [9]. The OpenMP-C version of the benchmark source is
utilized for our tests. We make use of the A problem size across all kernels and pseudo-applications.
The final set of workloads include the HPCG benchmark [16], LULESH [1, 41], and STREAM [33].
6.3

Results

Our analysis of the resulting benchmark data consists of two major categories of data. First, we
analyze the raw context switch data from each of the aforementioned configurations and respective
benchmarks such that we may fully understand where and how the applications induce pressure on
the execution pipelines. Based on the raw and scaled performance of each benchmark, we analyze
the peak and average speedup of each application and attempt to make a determination which
configuration provides the best general performance against our pathological set of applications.
Second, we investigate the performance of dynamic memory coalescing infrastructure in GC-64.
We measure the numbers of raw and coalesced requests to calculate the average request reduction
for each application, which presents the efficiency of memory coalescing. Then, we collect the
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Fig. 6. Total context switch events.

Fig. 7. Baseline opcode distribution.

statistics of redundant data transactions to attain the potential bandwidth savings. We exhibit the
efficacy of the proposed memory coalescing model from the perspective of bandwidth utilizations.
6.3.1 Context Switch Event Analysis. The first portion of our analysis focuses on understanding
the nature of each benchmark’s context switch pattern such that we may tune our methodology
for a wider array of applications. Figure 6 presents the total number of context switch events for
each benchmark and each respective configuration. As expected, when the number of threads is
increased, the number of context switch events generally also increases. The only tests that do
not follow this trend are the GAPBS BFS tests using two threads with the 64 and 128 maximum
pressure thresholds, respectively. These two threads per core tests actually exhibit a lower number
of context switch events than the respective baseline configurations. The baseline BFS tests induce
a large number of context switch events relative to the number of threads due to a large number
of register hazards induced by dependent load operations. This series of register hazards will frequently stall the pipeline, thus causing context switches under points of cost threshold saturation.
Increasing the number of threads per core for BFS naturally eases this burden as cost thresholds
are often met prior to dependent register hazards, thus inducing more efficient execution.
The next stage of our analysis considers the distribution of the various opcode classes as a function of the total context switch events for each respective configuration and benchmark. Figure 7
presents the data for each benchmark when executed using the baseline configuration. We compiled statistics based upon the opcode class that induced the respective context switch event. We
can clearly see that for the baseline configuration, a large degree of all context switch events are induced by integer arithmetic opcodes in the 0x13 and 0x33 classes. Given that these context switch
events are driven by the operating system kernel, the baseline data cannot be used to derive any
specific conclusions on the various evaluated workloads.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) display the opcode context switch statistics for the two-thread tests using
64 and 128 as the maximum pressure threshold, respectively. There are a number of interesting
trends we find in the two-thread results. First, both of the two-thread result sets contain relatively
similar context switch result statistics as the baseline tests. In this manner, we can observe that,
despite having a reasonable performance impact as noted below, utilizing two threads per core
does not dramatically change the execution flow of the core. Much like the baseline statistics, we
find that many of the tests depict the highest output of context switches falling within one or more
integer arithmetic opcode variants. We may theorize that this is due to the cores still executing
with a significant number of pipeline stalls due to latent memory requests not returning in time
for basic integer arithmetic. The implication being that, for most tests, by scaling the number of
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Fig. 8. Two-thread opcode distribution.

threads/tasks per core we should observe a higher degree of pipeline utilization due to higher
concurrent overlapping of memory requests and compute opcode classes.
We can also observe several interesting phenomena for the various benchmark applications.
Note the significant number of context switch events for the Lulesh, NASPB EP, NASPB FT, and
NASPB LU codes in the Float conversion opcode class. These opcodes represent conversion operations between various precisions of floating point values and integer values. These operations
represent a statistically significant portion of the context switch events and, potentially, the overall
runtime of the respective benchmark. Further examination of these operations reveals that many
of these operations require the use of register hazards and the floating point pipeline. Consider a
pipelined series of operations whereby the first operation is a floating point conversion from float
to int. The source register would be a floating point register and the destination a general purpose register. The second operation would utilize the result of the conversion for a simple integer
operation such as a loop trip counter. The first operation would require the use of the floating
point pipeline, thus inducing a large cost value for the respective conversion. The second operation would require the use of the result from the first operation, thus inducing a register hazard
and a potential integer pipeline stall. As a result, this simple combination of floating point conversions has a dramatic effect on the distribution of context switches. Future examination of these
applications may conclude that operating in a homogenous precision may serve to improve the
overall performance and concurrent throughput of the solvers.
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) display the opcode context switch statistics for the eight-thread tests using
64 and 128 as the maximum pressure threshold. These context switch statistics drastically differ
from those recorded in the baseline and two-thread tests. The most noticeable results are found
in the NASPB EP benchmark when the maximum pressure threshold is 64. In these results, we
measure a statistically significant number of context switches due to floating point conversion
events. Despite the extensive use of floating point arithmetic across many of our target applications, we still see that the vast majority of context switch events are induced via integer-related
opcodes. This may imply that as the concurrency per core is scaled, the overall effect of floating
point pipeline latency is minimized to a statistically insignificant amount.
6.3.2 Application Timing Analysis. In addition to the raw context switch event statistics, we
can also analyze the effect of our approach on the actual application timing. Figure 10(c) presents
the application timing data (in seconds) scaled by the individual test configurations (x-axis). The
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Fig. 9. Eight-thread opcode distribution.

Fig. 10. Application performance.

runtime is generally reduced as the number of concurrent threads per core is scaled. However, there
are several outliers. The HPCG application dominates the chart with the highest runtime on four of
the five test configurations. It does not scale well at two threads per core, but does improve for eight
threads per core. Further, the NASPB SP benchmark displays a rather interesting behavior. As the
number of threads per core is scaled to two and eight, respectively, the performance undulates over
and under the baseline recorded timing. However, the eight-thread test using 128 as the maximum
pressure threshold is significantly worse. We see that the performance scales from 200.630 s for
the eight-thread, 64 maximum pressure threshold to 651.873 s for the final configuration, or a 3.2×
increase in timing.
In addition to the aforementioned timing graph, we can also analyze the individual classes of
benchmark to draw more relevant conclusions on classes of algorithmic constructs. Figure 10(a)
presents the scaled runtime of all the GAPBS benchmark applications. In the GAPBS application runtime results, we can clearly see that our approach has a positive effect on the overall
application performance as we scale the thread concurrency per core. For all these graph-related
benchmarks, the performance of both two threads per core results exceed the baseline results.
However, for the PageRank (PR), Single-source Shortest Path (SSSP), and Connected Components
(CC), we see a slight knee in performance for the eight threads per core results when using a
maximum pressure threshold of 64. Given the rather irregular data access patterns exhibited
in traditional graph algorithms, the maximum pressure threshold is likely not permitting a
sufficient number of outstanding memory requests to overlap the latency of the requests with
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Fig. 12. Scaled read performance.

adjacent arithmetic operations. However, with the higher maximum pressure threshold of 128,
the benchmark performance returns to a positive scale of application speedup.
In addition, we have also evaluated the classes of applications present in the NASPB suite.
Figure 10(b) presents the application runtime from all the NASPB benchmarks. As mentioned
above, we see the obvious outlier in the SP benchmark results. However, the remainder of the
NASPB applications exhibit positive application speedups when scaling the number of concurrent
threads per core. The NASPB LU benchmark displays the best performance speedup with a 5.53×
increase using the eight-thread configuration with a maximum pressure threshold of 128. Of the
maximum recorded speedups, the SP benchmark displays the lowest with a 1.05× speedup using
the eight threads per core configuration with 64 as the maximum pressure threshold. Across all
the NASPB applications, we see an average maximum application speedup of 2.722×.
6.3.3 Application Speedup Analysis. The final set of evaluations we made is to determine which
configuration is ideal for each benchmark as well as the total speedup available. Figure 11 plots
each respective benchmark and its best recorded speedup. We can quickly see that the best speedup
observed during our tests was the BOTS Fibonacci benchmark with a recorded speedup of 14.6×
over the baseline configuration using eight threads and a maximum thread pressure of 64 (8.64).
Despite the lowest runtime of any of the target applications, the Fibonacci benchmark exhibited
the best performance speedup. This may be due, in part, to the relatively small algorithmic kernel
in terms of the number of instructions. This provides excellent instruction cache locality, whereby
only the initial kernel entry points pay a penalty to fill. As a result, the total parallel application
throughput easily amortizes any potential latency due to instruction cache misses.
The second highest recorded speedup value was for the NASPB LU benchmark with a 5.53×
speedup. This was recorded for eight threads using 128 as the maximum thread pressure. Conversely, the lowest speedup was recorded using the BOTS Health benchmark with a maximum
speedup of 1.001×. This was recorded using two threads and 128 for the maximum thread pressure.
Over all the benchmark applications, we observe an average speedup of 3.23× over the baseline
configuration depicted as a blue horizontal line in Figure 11.
6.3.4 DMC Performance. In addition to the raw context switch event statistics, we also record
efficiency results scaled by thread count. Figures 12, 13, and 14 represent the scaled read, write, and
average performance, respectively. As we can see in each of the graphs, many of the applications
exhibit nearly flat request coalescing across all degrees of concurrency. However, there are several
interesting outlying values. First, despite the fact that the bots_alignment benchmark exhibits the
best average read performance across all thread counts, it does not exhibit the best overall read
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Fig. 13. Scaled write performance.

Fig. 14. Average performance.

performance. The bots_fft benchmark actually exhibits the best overall read performance with 16
parallel threads where the DMC engine reduces the read requests by 84.67%. This is likely due to
encountering an optimal point of parallel memory requests for power of two accesses inducing an
ideal stream of read requests [42].
Unlike the scaled read requests, the scaled write requests exhibit the same peak performance
as is exhibited in the average results. The bots_sparselu benchmark exhibits the best overall write
coalescing performance with 16 threads reducing the write requests by 84.68%. This is a reduction
of write requests from 205,535,811 raw requests to 12,050,300 HMC requests. Much like the scaled
read requests, we also see that the bots_fft benchmark exhibits significantly better performance
when utilizing 16 threads. We also see that GAPBS betweenness centrality (gapbs_bc) and singlesource shortest path (gapbs_sssp) benchmarks exhibit slightly higher results for eight and four
threads, respectively. While these outliers may be an algorithmic idiosyncrasy, these results are
likely due to the inherently random nature of the input data that is generated for each test run of
all the GAPBS benchmarks.
6.3.5 Bandwidth Reduction. In addition to the efficiency metrics evaluated in Section 6.3.4, we
can also analyze the reduction in bandwidth required to service the individual benchmarks.
In Equation (1), α R represents the total memory request packet injection count and αC stands
for the number of packets after the coalescing algorithm. The data required to service each N th
packet type is represented as β R for raw requests and βC for the resulting coalesced requests. We
also represent the control overhead for each packet type as γ R for raw requests and γC for the
resulting coalesced requests. Finally, we represent the total bandwidth to service each benchmark
as using raw packets as BWR and BWC for the complementary coalesced results as summations of
each of the respective p packet types:
BWR =

P acketT
ypes

(α R (p) + β R (p)) × γ R (p),

p

BWC =

P acketT
ypes

(αC (p) + βC (p)) × γC (p),

(1)

p

BWReduct ion = BWR − BWC .
As noted in Equation (1), we can calculate the total number of bytes required to execute a
benchmark using the target number of parallel threads. This metric includes all the required data,
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Fig. 15. Average bandwidth reduction.

including application data, system I/O, and instruction data (text) for the application. We summarize this data for each benchmark at each respective thread count in Figure 15.
We can clearly see that the Lulesh benchmark exhibits the best reduction at each thread count.
For sequential execution, the DMC approach reduces the total amount of transferred data by approximately 174 TB. We also see that the parallel execution results for Lulesh do not provide the
same degree of required bandwidth reduction. This is due to the natural divergence of the individual thread states across large data structures in the Lulesh working set. Despite this, the 32-thread
result still exhibits a bandwidth savings of over 100 TB of data.
Upon further analysis, we find that the Lulesh benchmark results exhibit this large reduction
in required bandwidth due to its efficient use of the large HMC packet types. The single-thread
results showed that the DMC engine generated 559,330,531 memory requests larger than a single
64-byte cache line, or 24% of the total resulting HMC requests. Similarly, the 32-thread results
generated 21,587,776 memory requests larger than a single cache line, which represents 1.6% of
the total HMC requests.
The second most successful reduction in bandwidth was exhibited by the BOTS Alignment
workload. Unlike the Lulesh application, the DMC bandwidth reduction continued to improve
as we increased the number of threads. The sequential execution’s bandwidth was reduced by
approximately 50 GB. The DMC performance continues to improve through all thread ranks to
the 32-thread results with a bandwidth reduction of approximately 53 TB. This phenomenon in
the locality of the coalesced Alignment requests is due to the increased coverage of the various
input protein strings against the reference protein data. As more threads access the reference set,
these memory accesses are increasingly coalesced into larger, more efficient, HMC requests. This
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Fig. 16. Average bandwidth reduction.

phenomenon will likely occur in other related workloads that perform combinatorial operations
against large reference sets.
In addition to the aforementioned scaled memory bandwidth reduction data, we can also analyze
the average memory bandwidth reduction of our proposed approach. Figure 16 contains a consolidated chart of the average bandwidth data reduction for each application across all the tested
thread counts. As expected, the Lulesh benchmark again exhibits the highest average bandwidth
reduction with a savings of approximately 70 TB. This is again due to the DMC’s ability to exploit
spatial and temporal locality and subsequently generate a large number of memory requests larger
than the traditional 64-byte cache line. Conversely, the lowest average memory reduction is exhibited from the BOTS Fibonacci workload. This is entirely due to the lack of sufficient runtime in
the Fib workload that induces a statistically small sample of memory requests for the DMC engine
to coalesce.
We also find that all the benchmark workloads exhibit positive memory bandwidth reduction
beyond the raw memory request stream. Across all our depicted benchmark workloads, we find
that the DMC engine induces a savings of approximately 6 TB of transferred data over the complementary raw request structure. This is 6 TB of data and control that are no longer required to
be transferred across the HMC links, thus saving bandwidth and the energy required to operate
the HMC links and associated HMC devices. Further, across all the GAP benchmark suite workloads, we find an average reduction in memory bandwidth of approximately 1.6 TB. Despite the
inherent irregularity of the associated requests as well as the dynamic nature of the inputs graphs,
the graph algorithms present in the GAP Benchmark Suite exhibit a significant reduction in the
overall required bandwidth using the DMC approach.
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7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we have described a novel GoblinCore-64 architecture created in response to the increased prevalence of data-intensive applications. We also introduced a hardware-managed context switching methodology that couples an in-order, RISC execution pipeline to a low-latency
context switching mechanism designed to dramatically increase the efficiency and throughput of
thread or task-parallel data-intensive computing algorithms and applications. In addition, we also
presented a novel dynamic memory coalescing model in the MMUs of GC64 for combining disparate requests from parallel threads into optimized packet structures destined for one or more
Hybrid Memory Cube devices.
The aforementioned approaches, implemented and evaluated as a part of the RISC-V extension
and microarchitecture, utilizes a modified five-stage, in-order pipeline to monitor the decoded
instruction opcodes and trace the memory footprints. To evaluate our GC64 design, we utilized
a modified RISC-V simulation infrastructure coupled to a unique data collection mechanism to
monitor the context switch and DMC statistics. We executed 24 unique benchmarks and applications that span a wide array of traditional numerical solvers, scientific computing applications, and
data-intensive algorithms. We evaluated all of the aforementioned benchmark applications using
a baseline configuration with one thread per core as well as four configurations that consisted of
two and eight-thread configurations and utilized 64 and 128 as their maximum thread pressure values, respectively. For these analyses, we decomposed the individual configuration context switch
event data into statistical histograms such that we may understand how individual algorithmic
constructs induce pressure on a given core.
Finally, we analyzed the results of our execution matrix and found that the eight threads per core
configuration, on average, out-performed the two thread and baseline configurations. Further, we
recorded a maximum statistical speedup of 14.6× and an average speedup of 3.2× over the baseline
configuration. This was achieved without increasing the theoretical peak computational resources
present in the simulated microarchitecture. We also found that our DMC approach provides an
average 49.74% reduction in the number of memory requests. This ability of coalescing memory
requests into many disparate packet request sizes also translates to a large reduction in the overall
memory bandwidth required to service the target workload. We see a peak memory bandwidth
pressure reduction of approximately 174 TB via the sequential Lulesh application execution. As a
result, we can conclude that our approach has the potential to dramatically increase the potential
throughput of data-intensive algorithms and applications without additional processing resources.
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